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to Ms world must be satisfactory.   He must, for
associate pleasure with social conduct—smiling	not
snatching, eating the food he is given, so on. As he
grows stronger and more venturesome he must be en-
couraged to experiment in all possible ways, made self-
reliant and kept fearless and from the first considered one
of a commmuty of helpers. It is as important that his
friendliness is used, if the above analysis of the growth of
a sentiment is correct, as that his curiosity is satisfied il
we wish him to have intellectual interests later. Because
at this period of life a child is naturally absorbed in his
own occupations* his educators must be especially careful
to encourage any manifestations of social feeling that axe
shown. This doesaot mean, of course, that unselfish conduct
should be imposed on the child, for that only makes him
realize Ms inability to rebel. But it implies encourage-
ment and approval even though the child's help results in
less well-done work than Ms elder would always wish-
Indeed, the training is nothing but a particular appli-
cation of the theory that educators must as far as possible
use their knowledge to encourage that aspect of develop-
ment that will lead to most satisfactory adult life.
The intellectual training that is necessary, if the senti-
ments are eventually to have a strong and secure founda-
tion, is gained most successfully when children up to the
age of seven have full opportunity for working out their
own   interests   by   exploration   and   construction.   But
specific training should be given as the need is felt, and the
wise educator loses no opportunity of helping the child to
acquire those experiences that will make future life easier.
Thus when thinking of the training that can be given to
a child in social etMcs a teacher would do her best to en-
courage .an interest and nnderstanding of other
likes and dislikes and other people's views.   Indeed, at
period of life friendliness, generosity and
be the emotional characteristics of tie weH-edncated child.

